
the tropics of the med

SWIM IN THE BEST BEACH IN THE WORLD (WINNER – 1st PRIZE BY TRIP ADVISOR 2013)

PELAGIAN
ISLANDS

Summer in the

FROM

€189



The Trip Advisor travelers have declared that the beach of Rabbits (La Baia Dei 
Conigli)  Lampedusa is not just a beautiful beach, but also the most beautiful beach 
in the World! It is a true marvel, in a dreamlike setting, surrounded by a magical 
atmosphere with incredible marine life and water whose clarity and whose shades 
of blue attract visitors and tourists from all over the world. And all this in just than 
half an hour airplane flight from Malta.
 
 
ROCS TRAVEL INTRODUCES THE PELAGIAN ISLANDS
The Pelagian Islands are a true gem in the med, just a mere 25 minutes flight from 
Malta and one finds himself in paradise.
It is so convenient for us Maltese, that it is quicker to get to this destination than 
to our sister islands.
 
The Pelagian Islands enjoy a limited number of tourists hence apart from the month 
of August, the islands are never really over crowded.
On the other hand they are still a very much loved tourist destination due to their 
magnificent coasts, outstanding award winning beaches and unique beautiful 
scenery. Many refer to The Pelagian Islands as the Tropics of the Med.
 
For those who love the sea, The Pelagians offer some of the clearest waters in the 
world.

THE BEST BEACH IN THE WORLD
JUST 25 MINUTES AWAY

Taking their name from the Greek for ‘high sea’, the Islands in Italian referred to as 
Le Isole Pelagie, are closer to Malta than their political and administrative home 
of southern Italy. Belonging to the Sicilian province of Agrigento and situated 
between Malta and Tunisia, this group of three islands comprises of Lampione, 
Linosa and the largest of the three, Lampedusa.
 
In 2002 the islands became the “Protetta Isole Palagie Nature Reserve” due to the 
nesting sites on Lampedusa and Linosa of the rare loggerhead sea turtle which 
today are an attraction and draw people from all over the world. Whales and 
dolphins are also seen here, together with an abundance of flora and fauna. People 
have a vast selection of outdoor activities to choose from including fabulous boat 
trips round the islands, together with the opportunity of chartering small boats 
whereby one can enjoy bay-hopping to all the beautiful beaches that adorn the 
islands.
 
Lampedusa - the 13 km long island has had quite a bit of bad press some years 
ago due to the arrival of many African seeking refuge, but don’t let this cloud your 
judgement. If you are considering visiting these beautiful islands, this is a problem 
of the past and today totally free from illegal immigrants.
 
ROCS Travel together with its partners will be offering direct flights from June 
to October 2016 to The Pelagian Islands. These flights come with truly attractive 
accommodation and excursion rates. Needless to say food is typically Italian and 
hence absolutely delicious, therefore with such beautiful sea and amazing beaches 
this new destination will undoubtedly be a natural choice for those who are after 
an enjoyable summer break.

Tropics
The

of theMed
WELCOME TO THE 
PELAGIAN ISLANDS!
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WHY THE PELAGIANS THISSummer
It is one of the most-frequented destinations of sun-worshippers, scuba-divers and 
nature lovers, and it is the last trace of Italian terrain before the African coast. The 
good news is its just a 25 minutes flight away from Malta.
The Pelagian Islands, the glorious, sun-bleached islands, now accessible with direct 
flights from Malta.
 
SEE
The island’s northern and western coast is rather high and inaccessible, while its 
eastern and south eastern shores boast magnificent, sandy beaches. From the 
smallest and most hidden to the largest and most crowded, The Pelagian beaches 
are numerous and welcoming. First off, the splendid coves of Cala Pisana and 
Cala Uccello open onto the glistening sea, while the Calas Spugna and Maluk lie 
on the island’s east. Cala Greca, rather, is quite minuscule and covered in whiter-
than-white sand; and one of the secrets on this island is Cala Galera, accessible by 
passing through the island's characteristic low, rocky gullies on the water. See the 
beach on the so-called Dead Sea, where the water is super calm, and the same-
named Grotto; also remarkable are the spectacular and buzzing Cala Francese and 
the famous Guitgia Beach, the beach with the nearest hotels and accessible with 
public transport. From here you can also reach Cala Croce and the beach on Cala 
Madonna, along with Porto N’Tone, a tiny beach with fine, white sand, ideal for 
families with children. On the island’s southern side, Cala Pulcino and countless 
nearby grottoes can be found.
 
DO
A private charter small boat ride around The Pelagians is the best way to appreciate 
the beauty of its beaches, coves and tiny harbours.
The sea’s clarity and the brilliant seafloor, abundant with flora and fauna, thrill 
scuba-divers and snorkelers, who can choose from a wide array of diving spots, 

both day and night. A rather easy immersion is that in search of the underwater 
statue Madonna del Mare, 46 feet deep and surrounded by burrows for octopus 
and sargo fish. Their neighbours include dentex, groupers and more sargoes 
that make their home around this boulder that resembles a large panettone (the 
Milanese Christmas sweet). To swim through the expanse of green Neptune Grass, 
it is necessary to make a pit-stop at Punta Parrino, the point protecting the rest of 
the island from the waves and wind. An underwater excursion at Taccio Vecchio 
is also rather moving for the fact that you can see the homonymous grotto and 
plenty of parrotfish! In the same zone lies Punta Cappellone, inhabited by tuna, 
sargo, dentex, grouper and greater amberjack; meanwhile, the eastern shallows 
host superb exemplars of the loggerhead sea turtle that you can witness yourself, 
tide-permitting.  The north, rather, is the site for lobster, dentex, rockfish and 
grouper burrows, and where sperm whales can be sighted in April. If you are more 
of a land lover, you can walk the trails that run up to the island’s foremost three 
peaks: Monte Rosso, featuring a cultivated crater, Monte Nero and Monte Vulcano.
 
BE SURE TO…
Visit The BEST Beach in The World (Winner - Trip Adviser 2013) Rabbit Island  
known by the Italians as La Isola dei Conigli, one of the prettiest beaches in all the 
Med zone; the Island is protected, given its loggerhead sea turtle population that 
lays its eggs here. This work of nature is absolutely captivating, and can be reached 
even by non-swimmers – it is only 328 feet from the Lampedusa coast, over a 
stretch of water just a little over 3 m deep. Attempt to get to the other side of 
Rabbit Island if you want to spot its submerged natural arch, colonized by orange 
madrepores, colorful sponges, red shrimp, and rockfish and moray eel burrows.
 
SURELY CANNOT MISS…
During the hottest nights of the summer, make an effort to attend the many 
celebrations happening on the island’s beaches, including bonfires, spaghetti 
cookouts and barbecues, and musical performances.
Taste the fish cous cous, a mix of African and Sicilian flavors; the Pelagian’s version 
add shrimp, lobster and seafood, and accompany it with delicious chilled white 
wines.
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Residence Tartaruga Rossa offers accommodation in Lampedusa. 
Guitgia Beach is 200 metres from the property.
Featuring a patio, all units feature a seating and dining area. There is also 
a kitchenette, fitted with a refrigerator and stovetop. There is a private 
bathroom with a bidet in each unit. Towels and bed linen are offered.
Cala Croce Beach is 700 metres from Residence Tartaruga Rossa. The 
Lampedusa Airport is 1 km from the property. 

Boasting a free-form pool and sun terrace surrounded by palm trees, Hotel 
Cupola Bianca lies among olive, carub and hibiscus plants. It has a dominant 
position on a promontory just outside Lampedusa. Mediterranean-style 
accommodation includes standard rooms and Dammusi, the traditional 
Lampedusa buildings. They all come with air conditioning and a verandah. 
Guests enjoy a continental breakfast. On-site facilities at the stunning 
Cupola Bianca Hotel also include a restaurant serving local specialities and 
a private parking. A free shuttle to/from Lampedusa Airport is provided. 
This peaceful hotel is just 150 mt from Lampedusa's Marina and a 5-minute 
walk from the sandy beach and crystal-clear water. 

In Lampedusa , not far from the crystalline sea and the white beach of the 
Rabbit Island, it stands the Luna di Ponente Residence. An elegant complex 
of dammusi (traditional lampedusan house) immersed in the green and 
enchanting quietness of the central area of the island. Typical buildings 
faithful to local tradition stylishly furnished and equipped with all facilities.
Relaxation, serenity and tranquility are the characteristics that make unique 
your holiday in Lampedusa. The Residence is located about 300 mt from the 
Rabbit Island, beach elected in 2013 as the most beautiful in the world , and 
1 km from the town.

In the center of Lampedusa , it offers a magical atmosphere , refined 
spaces and privacy , conditions that will make your holidays unforgettable 
. Our mini apartments , complete with all amenities , will be the ideal 
place to spend your holiday on the island of Lampedusa , in full relax . 
In a recently built, the rooms are tastefully furnished and are equipped 
with all the necessary amenities to make your stay in Lampedusa special 
in every sense . From the Hotel you can move freely and easily reach 
the island's center and main services : bank , post office, pharmacy and 
supermarkets . A stone's throw from the sea and from the central Via 
Roma , combines privacy with long and lively evenings Lampedusa.

Villa Giulia is an elegant complex for only 30 guests, in Mediterranean style, 
situated in a panoramic position and in absolute tranquility, a short distance 
from the town of Lampedusa (300 mt.). In Residence "Villa Giulia", there 
are apartments and pleasantly furnished hotel rooms, surrounded by flower 
beds and a large terrace which overlooks a beautiful view of the harbour. 
The apartments are new and stylishly furnished, each apartment has a 
terrace with barbecue. A swimming pool in the solarium of the residence 
makes it the surroundings more elegant. The hotel offers among its services 
breakfast, daily cleaning, large furnished solarium, laundry room, outdoor 
showers, safe, free WiFi, TV, linen change twice a week, beach towels. 
Breakfast is served in a flowered garden.

TARTARUGA ROSSA RESIDENCE

CALA CRETA LE VILLETTE VILLAS

LUNA DI PONENTE VILLAS

MOSCHELLA B&B

VILLA GIULIA RESIDENCE  VILLAS

Apartments

BOOK BY 31 MAR AND 
GET A COMPLIMENTARY MOTORINO 

PER ROOM BOOKED

OUR PACKAGE INCLUDES:                        

RETURN FLIGHTS TO LAMPEDUSA, ACCOMMODATION AS PER NIGHTS STATED IN AN APARTMENT, AIRLINE TAXES AND CHARGES            

BASIS : RO 

DELUXE ROOM QUAD TRIPLE TWIN SINGLE 1ST & 2ND 
CHILD

3N 4N 3N 4N 3N 4N 3N 4N 3N 4N
02 Jun - 10 Jul 189 209 209 229 219 239 269 289 179 199
10 Jul - 31 Jul 229 249 249 269 269 289 339 359 199 219
31 Jul - 28 Aug 239 259 259 279 309 329 389 409 219 239
28 Aug - 11 Sep 229 249 249 269 269 289 339 359 199 219
01 Sep - 23 Oct 189 209 209 229 219 239 269 289 179 199

BOOK BY 30 APR AND GET 

PAY 3 STAY 4  
BOOKINGS AS FROM 

01 MAY - 30 JUN AND 21 AUG - 31 OCT

BOOK BY 30 APR AND GET 

PAY 3 STAY 4  
BOOKINGS AS FROM 

01 MAY - 30 JUN AND 21 AUG - 31 OCT
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Hotel Giglio is a small hotel in Lampedusa  whose position is unique and 
strategic because it is in front of the beach of Guitgia overlooking the 
scenic bay of the same name, is also about 150 mt. away from Cala Croce 
beach and 1 km from the center. Cheap and with an excellent value for 
money , offers 14 comfortable rooms with sea view and balcony and with 
simple and functional spaces , all rooms have bathroom with hairdryer 
, refrigerator , wall safes, air conditioning, WI - FI system for Internet 
connections. The restaurant inside offers local specialties with fresh fish.

HOTEL GIGLIO

Star Hotels3
BOOK BY 31 MAR AND 

GET A COMPLIMENTARY MOTORINO 
PER ROOM BOOKED

SUPPLEMENT PER PERSON PER DAY                       

HB       ADULT € 22    CHILD €11             

SUPPLEMENT PER PERSON PER NIGHT                       

SEA VIEW      ADULT € 15    CHILD € 8             

BEACH FRONT      ADULT € 21    CHILD € 11             

OUR PACKAGE INCLUDES:                        

RETURN FLIGHTS TO LAMPEDUSA, ACCOMMODATION AS PER NIGHTS STATED IN A 3*PROPERTY, DAILY BREAKFAST, AIRLINE TAXES AND CHARGES         

BASIS : RO 

DELUXE ROOM QUAD TRIPLE TWIN SINGLE 1ST & 2ND 
CHILD

3N 4N 3N 4N 3N 4N 3N 4N 3N 4N
02 Jun - 10 Jul 279 309 309 339 329 359 439 469 239 259
10 Jul - 31 Jul 319 349 359 389 379 409 509 539 259 279
31 Jul - 28 Aug 349 379 389 419 429 459 579 609 289 309
28 Aug - 11 Sep 319 349 359 389 379 409 509 539 259 279
01 Sep - 23 Oct 279 309 309 339 329 359 439 469 239 259

BOOK BY 30 APR AND GET 

PAY 3 STAY 4  
BOOKINGS AS FROM 

01 MAY - 30 JUN AND 21 AUG - 31 OCT

BOOK BY 30 APR AND GET 

PAY 3 STAY 4  
BOOKINGS AS FROM 

01 MAY - 30 JUN AND 21 AUG - 31 OCT

The Dammusi di Borgo Cala Creta offers unique accommodation in the 
stone houses traditional of Lampedusa. Built in 1977, the property is 
within the Area Marina Protetta Isole Pelagie nature reserve. Each room 
has patio and a little garden, and a domed ceiling that keeps the air cool. 
The private bathroom is complete with hairdryer and shower. Served 
daily on the terrace, breakfast includes a wide variety of options, such as 
hot and cold drinks, croissants, bread, as well as jams, fresh and tinned 
fruit. The restaurant is open for dinner, and specialises in Mediterranean 
cuisine, with fish menus and couscous with meat once a week.a

Offering a hot tub and fitness centre, Hotel Macondo is set in Lampedusa, 
1.4 km from Cala Madonna Beach. Guests can enjoy the on-site bar and 
delicious restaurant. The rooms come with a flat-screen TV. Each room 
comes with a private bathroom. Hotel Macondo features free WiFi . There 
is free shuttle service at the property. Cala Croce Beach is 1.7 km from Hotel 
Macondo, while Isola dei Conigli - Lampedusa is 2 km away. Lampedusa 
Airport is 3 km away from the hotel. 

I DAMMUSI DI CALA CRETA

MACONDO RESORT

Boasting an outdoor pool, a restaurant and private garden, Hotel Sole is 
just 250 m from the sandy beach on Lampedusa Island. Air-conditioned, 
flat-screen TV and private bathroom come as standard in all rooms at 
the Sole Hotel. Some rooms come with garden views and a patio, while 
other offer sea views and a balcony. On-site facilities at the Sole also 
include a snack bar, 24-hour front desk and a terrace. Tickets to nearby 
attractions can be purchased at reception. The hotel is 650 m from 
Lampedusa Harbour, with links to Linosa Island and Porto Empedocle. 
The city centre is 1.5 km away. 

HOTEL SOLE

In the centre of the island of Lampedusa, the hotel is set in a renovated 
building mixing a Mediterranean-style design with Arabic details.
It offers bright air-conditioned rooms with an LCD TV.
Decorated with bright colours, the spacious rooms include a bathroom 
with hairdryer and toiletries.
Free Wi-Fi is provided in the lounge.
The hotel is a short walk from the island’s beautiful beaches. La Guitgia 
beach is 600 mt away.

HOTEL O'SCIÀ
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Hotel Il Faro Della Guitgia Tommasino is set right on Guitgia Beach on 
the island of Lampedusa. You can admire the view across the turquoise 
waters from the panoramic terrace.
Il Faro Della Guitgia has been in the Tommasino family for 2 generations 
and offers a friendly personalised service. The hotel itself is bright, 
welcoming and full of charm.
Rooms are located on different floors and have all been modernised. 
Each one is air conditioned and comes with free Wi-Fi, a minibar and TV.

Hotel built in a typical local style, taking care of every single detail. An elegant 
and very comfortable building a few meters from the white sand beach of 
Guitgia. The rooms are tastefully furnished , equipped with every comfort : 
air conditioning, mini bar, satellite TV , safe, balcony and phone. The kitchen 
, conducted masterfully by mother Rosa , offers the most authentic flavours 
of the culinary tradition of the island and the Mediterranean. The restaurant 
at the Sirio is one of the most famous in Lampedusa.

Elegant fully restored and recently renovated hotel , is located on Lampedusa 
main street , Via Roma, and enjoys a position to have many rooms with sea 
view . The atmosphere is refined , with 13 comfortable rooms equipped with 
all amenities: air conditioning, TV , hair dryer and refrigerator .
The entire structure is covered by free wireless internet .

HOTEL IL FARO DELLA GUITGIA

HOTEL SIRIO

HOTEL VEGA

Just a few metres from Guitgia Beach, Hotel Guitgia Tommasino is set 
on the south coast offering panoramic views of Lampedusa. The brightly 
coloured rooms feature a balcony or patio, pay-per-view TV channels and a 
private bathroom.Lunch and dinner will be served by restaurants of partner 
hotels.. Sun loungers and parasols are available to rent on Guitgia Beach. 
Scuba diving courses, car, scooter, boat trips, excursions and quad rental 
are also available on request. The port of Lampedusa, where ferries depart 
for Sicily and Linosa, is 2 km away. This modern hotel organizes around the 
island.

HOTEL GUITGIA

Featuring a garden and a sun terrace with views of the sea, Cala Madonna 
Club Resort offers classic accommodation in a traditional Lampedusan 
stone building. The property is a 3-minute walk from the beaches of 
Cala Croce and Cala Madonna. The air-conditioned rooms come with 
a minibar and a flat-screen TV. The private bathroom includes free 
toiletries and a hairdryer. A sweet Italian breakfast is served daily in the 
dining room, while a savoury option is available on request. Guests can 
enjoy a snack or an aperitif at the bar, or have a meal at the property’s 
restaurant which serves local and Mediterranean cuisine. With free 
private parking, the property is 2 km from the Port of Lampedusa.

Italy's southernmost farm stay is set on the island Lampedusa, 3 km from 
its harbour. Traditionally furnished rooms with wood-beamed ceilings, 
a restaurant and free WiFi throughout are featured here. Rooms are air 
conditioned, and all include a flat-screen TV, fridge and views of the shared 
garden. The private bathroom has a hairdryer and free toiletries. A sweet 
and savoury buffet breakfast is served daily, and the restaurant specialises 
in reinterpreted national and Sicilian cuisine, meat and fish recipes. Horses 
and goats are raised on site. The farm stay is 500 m from the Cala Creta 
rocky beach, while the Cala dei Conigli sandy beach is a 15-minute drive 
away. Lampedusa Airport is 1 km from the property. 

Set on the south shore of Lampedusa, Hotel Alba D’Amore offers a 
restaurant and free Wi-Fi access. The beach of Guitgia is 200 m away. The 
air-conditioned rooms come with a work desk and flat-screen TV. Each 
has a private bathroom equipped with free toiletries and a hairdryer. The 
restaurant is open for dinner and serves Sicilian specialities. A typical Italian 
sweet breakfast is served daily.

CALA MADONNA RESORT

COSTA HOUSE AGRITURISMO

HOTEL ALBA D'AMORE
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Overlooking Guitgia Beach, Hotel Baia Turchese is on the island of 
Lampedusa, the largest of the Pelagie Islands. It offers a bar with terrace 
and a fish restaurant, all with beautiful beach views.
Bright and colourful, the rooms are air conditioned and include a TV 
with satellite channels. Some rooms have a balcony.
A sweet Italian breakfast is served buffet style each morning with coffee 
made to order. The restaurant is also open to the public and specialises 
in local dishes.

Boasting a free-form pool and sun terrace surrounded by palm trees, Hotel 
Cupola Bianca lies among olive, carub and hibiscus plants. It has a dominant 
position on a promontory just outside Lampedusa. Mediterranean-style 
accommodation includes standard rooms and Dammusi, the traditional 
Lampedusa buildings. They all come with air conditioning and a verandah. 
Guests enjoy a continental breakfast. On-site facilities at the stunning 
Cupola Bianca Hotel also include a restaurant serving local specialities and 
a private parking. A free shuttle to/from Lampedusa Airport is provided. 
This peaceful hotel is just 150 mt from Lampedusa's Marina and a 5-minute 
walk from the sandy beach and crystal-clear water. 

Just 400 mt from the harbour on Lampedusa island, the 4-stars Hotel Medusa 
features an equipped sun terrace and rooms with a balcony. A free shuttle is 
available to/from Lampedusa Airport, 3 km away. All air conditioned, rooms 
offer a minibar and a flat-screen TV with pay-per-view channels. Each has 
a private bathroom with free toiletries and a hairdryer, while some overlook 
the harbour. Wi-Fi is free in public areas. Croissants, cold meats and yoghurt 
are part of the continental-style breakfast served daily in a dedicated room. 
You can enjoy lunch and dinner at 2 restaurants located within 600 mt of the 
hotel. A bus stopping beside Medusa Hotel provides links to Lampedusa city 
centre and to nearby beaches. The popular Guitgia beach is 100 mt away. 

Located in the centre of Lampedusa , Nautic Hotel is the entrepreneurial 
innovation , the search for taste and details related to the rediscovery 
of traditions , especially culinary , marine territory to which it belongs . 
The hotel provide all the comforts , spacious rooms with bathroom , air-
conditioned , overlooking the port , wireless internet in the room , TV , 
fridge , safe, telephone . The 11 suites are sought after areas in which to 
completely relax after a day in the sea of Lampedusa. With us you can 
also find a restaurant , from breakfast to dinner , we will offer you menus 
selected by the finest chefs of Lampedusa.

Offering an outdoor pool and a gym, La Rosa Dei Venti is located on the 
island of Lampedusa and is surrounded by Mediterranean vegetation. It 
has rooms with free WiFi access and garden views.Built from local stone 
and air conditioned, accommodation will provide you with a TV, a minibar 
and a furnished patio. An Italian breakfast of croissants and cappuccino is 
provided daily on the terrace. Apéritifs by the pool with local wine can be 
arranged on request. Guests can book daily boat trips on site, which include 
lunch and drinks on board.Free on-site parking is provided. Cala Creta 
Beach is 2.5 km from the property. Lampedusa Airport is a 5-minute drive 
away, and free transfers to/from the airport can be arranged on request. 

BAIA TURCHESE

CUPOLA BIANCA RESORT

HOTEL MEDUSA

HOTEL NAUTIC

ROSA DEI VENTI RESORT

Star Hotels4
SUPPLEMENT PER PERSON PER DAY                       

HB       ADULT € 22    CHILD €11             

SUPPLEMENT PER PERSON PER NIGHT                       

SEA VIEW    ADULT € 15    CHILD € 8              

BEACH FRONT    ADULT € 21    CHILD € 11              

OUR PACKAGE INCLUDES:                        

RETURN FLIGHTS TO LAMPEDUSA, ACCOMMODATION AS PER NIGHTS STATED IN A 4*PROPERTY, DAILY BREAKFAST, AIRLINE TAXES AND CHARGES         

BASIS : RO 

DELUXE ROOM QUAD TRIPLE TWIN SINGLE 1ST & 2ND 
CHILD

3N 4N 3N 4N 3N 4N 3N 4N 3N 4N
02 Jun - 10 Jul 369 399 409 439 429 459 579 609 289 309
10 Jul - 31 Jul 409 439 449 479 479 509 659 689 309 329
31 Jul - 28 Aug 449 479 489 519 529 559 819 849 329 349
28 Aug - 11 Sep 409 439 449 479 479 509 659 689 309 329
01 Sep - 23 Oct 369 399 409 439 429 459 579 609 289 309

BOOK BY 31 MAR AND 
GET A COMPLIMENTARY MOTORINO 

PER ROOM BOOKED

BOOK BY 30 APR AND GET 

PAY 3 STAY 4  
BOOKINGS AS FROM 

01 MAY - 30 JUN AND 21 AUG - 31 OCT

BOOK BY 30 APR AND GET 

PAY 3 STAY 4  
BOOKINGS AS FROM 

01 MAY - 30 JUN AND 21 AUG - 31 OCT
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THE PELAGIANFlavours
“To me, travel is an escape from 
everyday life; and a Pelagian Island 
escape is exactly what I found.

One of my fondest memories started while riding around the 
main island of Lampedusa. I was on a rented moped, the weather 
was spectacular, and the scenery was unforgettable. My partner 
and I were stopped by a sign that showed boat rentals around 
the island. Since it was early in the day, we chose to rent one. 
Never in my life could I ever have imagined the views from the 
ocean looking back upon the island. It is something I hope to 
never forget."

About the author
Christa is an avid art lover. She has travelled extensively throughout Italy and the 
Mediterranean over the past five years.

What travellers have to say  about The Pelagian Islands

TOP 14 THINGS TO DO IN 
THE PELAGIAN ISLANDS
 
1. Swim in Best Beach in the World (Baia dei Conigli - Rabbit Beach), the most 

amazing clear sea that you will ever experience
2. Rent your own boat for a day and sail round the island to appreciate the 

beauty of its beaches, coves and tiny harbours.
3. Take an authentic Round Island Boat Tour for an unforgettable experience
4. Meet The Turtles at the Centro di Recupero Tartarughe e Fauna Selvatica 

WWF
5. Scuba or Snorkel  in search of the underwater statue Madonna del Mare
6. Dive in Cala Pisano, Cala Ucello and Cala Pulcino where countless of nearby 

grottoes can be found
7. Encounter the Dolphin & Whale Watching up close and personal
8. Party all night long every Friday night on Guitgia Beach
9. Walk through il Storico Lampedusa for a real feel of the historical background 

of the Pelagians
10. Drive a motorino round the island and do like the Italians do
11. Visit the Santuario di Nostra Signora di Lampedusa, and visit the ancient cave 

of the monks
12. Devour delicious Typical Italian Cuisine in the Authentic Restaurants found 

round the islands
13. Take a boat trip to Linosa and see the three volcanoes (Monte Vulcano, Monte 

Rosso and Monte Nero)
14. At the end of every day socialize with the locals in the Bars & Clubs found in 

town, a great way to end each day
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ROCS TRAVEL GUARANTEE
More than ever in 2016 we would like to invite you to travel to Lampedusa. Whether for a 3 night break or the annual family 
vacation this magnificent city will surely not disappoint. For the past 18 years ROCS Travel has been Malta’s ONLY specialized 
agent on Lampedusa. We guarantee the very best possible rates on all 500 hotels found in Lampedusa and guarantee the 
absolute best rated package prices on the island.
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KADJAR

FOR EVERY €50 SPENT ON 
YOUR ROCS TRAVEL HOLIDAY WE’LL 

GIVE YOU A TICKET TO WIN THIS 
RENAULT KAJDAR €24,500

WHEN YOU BOOK ANY ROCS 
TRAVEL PACKAGE IN 2016

TERMS & CONDITIONS APPLY  This competition is being organised by Charichelon Company Limited in association 
with Auto Sales Limited sole agents of Renault in Malta. Participant Bookings valid only if booking is made and payment is 
received within midnight of the 20th December 2016. Clients entitled for Competition tickets need to make sure to complete 
their full details and deliver the said tickets to a ROCS group office of their choice within midnight of the 20th December 2016. 
It is the clients responsibility to make sure that tickets are filled in properly and in their name. The Company will abide by the 
name, address, and all details strictly listed on the chosen competition ticket. This is not a lottery but a competition based 
on the actual correct answer to a skill question. Chosen finalist will need to answer properly a skill question. Late entries for 
competition after midnight of the 20th December 2016 shall not be accepted and will not be entitled to participate.

Win THIS CAR WORTH

€24,500
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